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About Hunting Crypto

Hi! We are investment
consultants.
Specializing in crypto.
We've been in investments for more than 15
years. And involved in crypto for more than 3
years.
We help individuals create their wealth. Manage
their money. By starting to invest in
cryptocurrency. The right way. With the right
information. Newbies in crypto are also welcome.

Why
Crypto
Currency?

Decentralized
Finance
(DeFi)

Decentralized
Finance
(DeFi)

What is Defi?
It's a technology that allows people to borrow and
lend money to others. Without needing a bank or a
broker. In Jan 2022, a total of $80Bn was invested in
Defi.

Traditional banks
Problems: low-interest rates (under 10% p.a.); very
high borrowing rates (up to 27% p.a. for personal
loans); they own your money; can freeze your account
at any time; can take 48 hours to transfer your money.

Cryptocurrency
Solutions: earn high-interest rates (can be up to 100%
p.a.); pay low borrowing rates (1% p.a. and lower); you
truly own your money; no one can freeze your
account; takes a few minutes to transfer your money;
you have freedom on how to use your money (legally).

Smart contracts

Smart contracts

What are Smart Contracts?
Any transaction between 2 parties without a
middleman. Example: I buy a coin from another
person, and I get the coin. The other person gets my
cash. No permission from a middle person is needed.

Examples of smart contracts
Used in financial transactions like trading, investing,
lending and borrowing. No delays. No middlemen. No
permission needed. Just peer to peer.

Where can they be used?
As long as certain requirements are met, we are good
to go. They can be used in real estate (no attorney
needed); healthcare; insurance; gaming and more.

Wealth creation

Wealth creation

What is wealth creation?
Investing in different assets, with the aim of having
those investments fulfill your needs. Examples: having
money for emergencies; passive income; house
purchase; school fees; retirement; holidays; and so on.

Current system
Saving money is a losing battle, especially with
inflation eating away your gains; no more provident
fund benefits; retirement annuity benefit locked till
you are 55 years; unit trusts and shares yield poor
returns.

Cryptocurrency world
You can 2X to 100X your investments in 1 year; create
your provident fund and withdraw all your money at
any time; no need to wait for when you are 55 years to
get your money; superior interest rates from Defi.

And many more:
Gaming: Play to earn crypto tokens (e.g. Axie, Chain guardians)
Social media, removing centralized entities (e.g. Saito, Deso)
Web 3 infrastructure. Allowing data to be owned by the people, not centralized
entities (e.g. Stratos, Saito)
Decentralized exchanges (Dexes) which require no KYC, no ID, no cellphone.
Just buy and sell coins when you want to (e.g. trustwallet)

A doctor cares about
your health; a crypto
consultant cares
about your wealth.
So why leave your finances to chance?

Who has invested in Crypto?
Individuals and companies who have accepted that crypto is here to stay.

KMPG

Tesla

Mariah Carey

One of the top 5 auditing and tax
service companies has invested in
cryptocurrency. In January 2022.

Tesla (the electric car company)
announced in 2021 that it has
bought $1.5 billion worth of Bitcoin.

R & B superstar has bought Bitcoin
via Gemini. And is donating $20 to
anyone buying Bitcoin.

Client Testimonials
What our happy and crypto-savvy customers say about us

Laupic

Mabou Zahra

Mike

Walter performed his duties as we
had agreed with perfection. Very
knowledgeable in investments as an
accountant. Highly recommended!

Very fast and accurate delivery. My
crypto portfolio started making a
profit in months. Very happy 😉

Walter is easily accessible &
delivered the project way before
expected. He is a great listener.
Gives excellent guidance.

Investing
Tips
A brief guide to the basics of investing

30% then goes to wants.

Remember the
50-30-20 Rule
Half of what you earn should go to
needs. Needs include rent; bond; water
and lights; and food.

Wants are things like going on holiday; an expensive
cellphone; eating out; ordering food from mobile apps;
expensive sneakers; expensive handbags; and so on.

Most importantly, allocate 20% to crypto
investments.
We highly recommend that you put aside 20% of your hardearned money in crypto investments. So that you have
money for short, medium, and long-term goals. Such as
buying a car and a house; funding your education; paying off
debt; school fees and uniform; and so on.

Know Your
Risk Profile
Are you a conservative, moderate,
or aggressive investor?
Everyone is different. We understand. We will
create your profile according to your risk
appetite. Never invest money that you cannot
afford to lose.

Diversify Your Crypto Investments
Meta
10%

Defi
20%

Depending on your risk profile, put your money
in different funds.
Spread your risk. By investing in different categories. Such as Defi,
Gaming, Nonfungile tokens (NFTs); Smart contracts, and Metaverse.

NFTs
20%

Gaming
20%

Smart contracts
30%

Consult a crypto expert on what could be
in your investment portfolio.
We will hold your hand. All the way. Tell us your goals. We will build
your customized cryptocurrency portfolio. To achieve those goals.
You can track your portfolio monthly. Buy at the right time. Sell at
the right time. Relax, you are in good hands.

Keep On
Investing
Always think long-term.

Look at the future rather than the daily ups and
downs.
Don't be scared or worried by short-term movements. The
cryptocurrency market will drop and rise now and then. Keep
calm. Focus on your goals. Do not panic.

Investing regularly pays off in the long term.
Invest every month or so. Build your wealth. Take out profits
and reinvest in more coins. You will achieve your long-term
goals. The crypto market has proved that. With Bitcoin over
the years.

Tips and Insights
What every investor needs to know
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Invest your idle cash.

Know your risk profile.
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Remember the
50-30-20 rule.

Diversify your
investments.
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Keep on investing.

Our
Membership
plans
Choose the plan that suits you

Amecha Basic
R99/mo

Boza Regular
R299/mo

Potential returns: 5X
Low risk cryptos
High cap cryptos
Monthly crypto news
Monthly portfolio tracker
Hot categories in crypto
Change plan at any time
Cancel at any time

*POPULAR*
Potential returns: 20X
Low & Medium risk cryptos
High & Medium cap cryptos
Monthly crypto news
Weekly portfolio tracker
Hot categories in crypto
1 Hour Q & A Session
Change plan at any time
Cancel at any time

The individual monthly fees above do NOT include
buying of crypto.
Consulting fee for corporate companies:
10% of the total amount invested

Godoba Jumbo
R999/mo
Potential returns: 50X
All risk cryptos
All cap cryptos
Monthly crypto news
Monthly portfolio tracker
Weekly portfolio tracker
Daily portfolio tracker
Hot categories in crypto
1 Hour Q & A Session
Info on IDOs
Advanced monthly crypto
reports
Unlimited personal coaching
Change plan at any time
Cancel at any time

Contact Us
Make your money work for you
with Hunting Crypto

Cell / WhatsApp Number

Office Address

063 473 8241

83 Keats Road, Lombardy East,
JHB, 2090

Website

Book a Free Consultation

crypto.huntingme.co.za

crypto.huntingme.co.za/booking

Thank you

